
For the past few weeks, Czech bridge champions twenty-five 

year old Michal Kopecky and twenty-seven year old Milan 

Macura have been guests at the New Rochelle home of Rob Stay-

man and Dede Pochos. The four met at the Toronto Nationals. 

Michael and Milan have an impressive resume. Members of the 

Czech Junior team and now the Czech Open team, they came in 

first in the World Junior Bridge Congress in Turkey in 2009 and 

advanced to the round of 16 in the 2010 World Open Teams in 

Philadelphia, and the European Open Championships this June. 

Now professional players, they spoke to me the night before they 

won Bracket 1 of the Saturday Morning Compact KO at District 

3’s August Regional in Parsippany. They shared boards from the 

Nationals in Orlando in 2010 and Toronto in 2011. This is how 

the pros do it: 

 

Board 1:  
After a short sequence, 

the opponents reached 4H 

by East. Michal (sitting 

South) led his 2nd highest 

diamond, which declarer 

won in his hand and 

played three rounds of 

trumps, losing to Milan’s 

queen. Searching for an 

entry into partner’s hand, 

Milan led a small club 

from his QJ10 holding to 

the sneaky 9, King and 

the Ace. If declarer can 

cross to the hand, he can 

draw trumps and claim. 

But, after declarer called 

for a low spade, Milan 

jumped in with his Ace 

and underled his QJ10 of 

clubs again. Michal won 

the 8 and gave partner a 

diamond ruff, setting the 

contract. Seeing the dum-

my as declarer, did you 

think the game was cold?  

Board 2:  E/W Vulnerable 

 
  West Milan East Michal 

  1 2NT* pass 3** 

  5♣ 5♦ pass 5NT*** 

  pass 6♣ pass 7♦ 

* Weak or strong w/s; ** Game interest; *** Grand slam try 

After West opens 1♣, you would probably overcall 1♦, South 

would show his spades, and you would end in 4♠ or 5♦. If East 

bids his hearts after the 1♦ overcall, you would have to deal with 

a quick 4♥ bid by West. In Milan & Michal’s system, however, 

you can show various hands with diamonds or with majors. In 

this sequence, 2NT shows either a weak preempt in diamonds or 

a two-suiter hand with longer diamonds. 3♣ by South shows a 

good hand and asks North to describe his hand. Now West’s 

jump to 5♣ does not cause a problem because with a weak hand, 

Milan can pass, bid 5♦ to show extras and 7 diamonds, bid 5NT 

as a grand slam try, or bid 6♣ to show 1st round control, which is 

surely a void here. Having a 10-card fit, a good spade suit and 

two voids, Michal jumped to 7♦ — but, now that he reached the 

grand, he has to make it. After a club lead, Milan took the best 

chance by cashing only one round of diamonds and playing 

spades. With 3-2 spades, you cannot lose, but if spades break 4-1, 

you have an extra chance that West, holding long clubs and a 

singleton diamond, also has only a singleton spade. This was the 

case and after ruffing the 3rd spade, Milan crossed with a trump to 

dummy and established spades with another ruff. 1440 for the 

good guys and a 12-IMP pickup when their teammates saved in 

6H for -800. Questions or comments for our experts? Email them 

at michal.kopecky@hotmail.com or cicam9@gmail.com. 

  

♠ 10x 

♥ Axxx 

♦ AQ10xxxx 

♣ - 

  

♠ J 

♥ KQxx 

♦ x 

♣ AKQxxxx  

 ♠ Qxxx 

♥ J10xxx 

♦ xx 

♣ xx 

  

♠ AKxxxx 

♥ - 

♦ KJ9 

♣ xxxx 
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♠ AJx 

♥ Qxxx 

♦ J 

♣ QJ10xx 

  

♠ Qxxx 

♥ x 

♦ A10xxx 

♣ Axx  

 ♠ Kx 

♥ AKJ10xx 

♦ KQx 

♣ 9x 

  

♠ 10xxx 

♥ xx 

♦ 9xxx 

♣ K8x 
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  The Toronto NABC had a total table count of 13,491. 

Hard to say whether this was good or bad. The last two 

NABC's in Toronto were over 16,000 tables. ACBL first 

estimated that this one would be 15,000, then 14,000 then 

13,000. So we were over their last estimate, but considera-

bly under the first estimate, and 15% below the past Toron-

to NABCs. Having said that, the Host group was welcom-

ing, the hotels were just fine, and of course Toronto is a 

great city. While there were some problems, people seemed 

to enjoy themselves and surely Toronto is a site to return 

to . 

  The Board meetings in Toronto were exciting. We did 

indeed hire a new CEO, who will be starting  sometime in 

November. I was on the Search Committee and am very 

proud of the person we presented to the Board for approval. 

As of now, Aug. 8th, I am not able to 

tell you the name 

because contracts 

have not been 

signed. As soon as 

this happens, the 

name will be post-

ed on the ACBL 

website and we 

will also post on 

the District 3 web-

site. 

  News from the 

Board Meetings: 

The 7th edition of 

The Official Ency-

clopedia of Bridge 

will be completed 

by the end of July. There will be a CD included with the 

purchase, and it is expected to be a state of the art edition. 

The Club Managers Handbook has been updated and is 

available on the ACBL website. Much progress finally is 

being made concerning the promotion of Youth Bridge and 

also connecting with the baby boomers. The ACBL Board 

voted to support a World Bridge Series Championship here 

in the US in 2018 and the United States Bridge Federation 

has also voted to support this Championship. It will likely 

be in Orlando or Las Vegas. This is a similar tournament to 

the one held in Philadelphia in October 2010. It is a great 

opportunity to play against all the international stars, as 

well as our own top players. I placed a motion on the agen-

da that I feel strongly about -- that attorneys should be per-

mitted in the hearing room. This was permitted about eight 

years ago, but was changed and again defeated. The other 

motion that concerned me was a Board 

of Governor's motion to allow a club 

player to record a conduct incident with 

the unit recorder. This was also defeat-

ed. The Board voted that the starting 

time for all events at the Atlanta 

NABC, summer 2013 will be 10am and 

3pm. This by the way is also true in 

Philadelphia next summer. The local 

organizations feel that their players need to be able to get 

home to the suburbs at a reasonable time. Clearly there is a 

philosophical argument here -- who are we concerned 

about, the locals or the folks who are coming to the NABC. 

Of course we are concerned about both, but this issue needs 

further discussion and review. 

  In the Fall, the District 3 NAP Finals will be at the Guard-

ian Angel Church in North Jersey on September 18th. And 

rounding out the year for us is our Danbury Regional on 

October 17-23. There will be all kinds of team games: 

Golden Opportunity Games; Senior Games, Newplicate 

Games, and all the well known and loved District 3 hospi-

tality. This tournament is so close to you in Westchester 

that I hope we get a really large turnout from Unit 188. 

Lots of bridge opportunities for all - plenty of Gold points 

are available almost in your backyards.  Enjoy the Fall Fo-

liage in New England while wining all those Gold points.   
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BATMAN AT THE BRIDGE TABLE by Ethan Stein  
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Batman originally had planned to play with his friend Clark in his monthly bridge game. Robin’s erratic showing 

had sent him to the pine. However, as fate would have it, Metropolis was currently plagued by a visitation 

from Mr. Mxyzptlk, the mischievous imp from the 5th dimension. Needless to say, a ―set‖ rubber bridge game 

was unacceptable, and an IMP match had to be arranged. 

Lois Lane was clearly the best available player, but given the ease with which Robin was distracted by the fair-

er sex, Batman chose young Jimmy Olsen to partner the Boy Wonder. For his foursome, Mr. Mxyzptlk chose 

Lex Luthor as his partner, and General Zod would partner Bizarro at the other table. 

The game was not going well for the young partnership. Mr. Mxyzptlk was ―psyching‖ lead directing cue bids, 

opening off-shape and frequently light no-trumps, and even two no-trumps. Everything he did seemed to work. 

In addition, his constant barbs and references to Robin as Boy Twerp were working to his advantage. As the 

final board was drawing nigh, Luthor picked up at favorable vulnerability:  

He opened 3C, Jimmy Olsen passed, and Mr. Mxyzptlk offered 4Hs! Robin was befuddled. Dou-

ble was clearly take out and subsequent heart bids would be cue bids. 5Hs would surely suggest 

some spade-diamond two suiter, 6Hs should be natural, but was this truly a total psyche? After 

much consternation, Robin passed, as did the others. The Imp couldn’t contain himself and offered 

down 9 even before the opening lead. ―No,‖ said Luthor – ―I have a good hand.‖ The Imp roared. 

Robin, not willing to play the fool, refused and proceeded to defeat the contract 10 tricks. 

As this proved to be the decisive hand in the match, the Imp was positively insufferable. ―If you ignorant hu-

mans would only learn my bidding system with its ingenious conventions, you’d get better results.  

―What do you call this convention?‖ asked Robin sheepishly. ―Why Mxyzptlk of course,‖ chortled the Imp. ―If 

I chose to play Inverted Mxyzptlk, what should I call it?‖ asked Robin. ―Kltpzyxm, of course Boy Twerp.‖ 

With that, the Imp vanished in a puff of smoke, as getting him to say his name backward is the only way to 

send him back to the 5th dimension. Batman beamed. Robin’s bridge was weak, but his guile was impressive. 

If you think this hand is just a silly fantasy- North was the late Ed 

Andresean, East was Roy Welland, West was Bjorn Fallenius, and 

South was yours truly. At left is the full deal. 
 

♠Jxx 

♥-- 

♦Jxxxx 

♣J10xxx 

♠Axxxx 

♥K8x 

♦xxx 

♣Ax 

♠KQ 

♥AQ109xxx 

♦AQ10x 

♣-- 

♠Xxx 

♥Jxx 

♦K 

♣KQxxxx 

♠Xxx 

♥Jxx 

♦K 

♣KQxxxx 



AND THE DEVIL ANSWERED by Bernard Schneider 

  I once made a bet with the Devil.  You know what I mean; 

we all do at least once in our lives.  The Devil offers you 

eternal success and fame if you win the bet, and you be-

lieve there is no way you can lose.  Fool that you are, you 

make the bet and inevitably lose, changing your life forev-

er.  I was in Montreal, on July 20, 1967, playing at the 

Summer Nationals at exactly 4:12 in the afternoon.  If the 

Devil is going to go through the trouble of personally ar-

ranging a wager, you definitely will not forget the smallest 

detail. 

  My partner Howard Marks and I had a strong partnership, 

and were well known locally.  Our bridge development had 

been put on hold when Howie, through superhuman (lack 

of academic) effort, had contrived to drop out of college.  

Think 1965, the Vietnam War, and Howie was immediately 

drafted.  Two years later, and none the worse for wear, he 

is about to be discharged from the Armed Forces of the 

United States. 

  Making up for lost time, it was off to Montreal.  Our 

friends had set us up with some enterprising rising stars 

from the Washington area for the Spingold, but first we 

needed to demonstrate our merit in the Non-Life Master’s 

Pairs.  No problem; I knew that bridge fame and fortune, 

wine women and song would be eternally ours. 

  Seriously folks, the Non-LM Pairs was an important event 

back in the day.  Masterpoints were extraordinarily hard to 

come by.  Firstly, there were no Swiss teams, bracketed 

teams, or the like.  Team events were virtually universally 

board a match—which could well have ruined the league, 

since they were so fiendishly difficult.  There were no strat-

ified events, where you could win masterpoints by finishing 

even below average.  All events were against the big boys.  

Regional Open Pairs were not two or three sections, as to-

day, but could run upwards of thirty sections.  Finishing in 

the overalls was a Herculean task.  And then there was 

something called gold points, which could only be won by 

winning sections or finishing overall at national or regional 

events, and who had the money to take off on a frolic and a 

gambol? 

  In short, there were many strong players who had not 

achieved life master status; and although there could be a 

wide variety of skill levels in an event such as this, one 

needed to ―prove one’s bones‖ at this level before moving 

on to the next. 

  The Non-LM pairs was a four-session event, and on the 

first day we were a bit rusty.  By the third session, we were 

hitting our stride and stood about sixth overall going into 

the final session.  The last session was going well and with 

the blind optimism of youth I could see the bright lights of 

bridge stardom beckoning...and then the following hap-

pened in round nine. 

  Two women came to the table.  They looked to be about 

40-45, give or take; my initial sense was that they were 

―not from New York, or any place like New York.‖  One 

always tries to get a read on new opponents, particularly at 

a national event where so many opponents are unfamiliar, 

but these women said little, and were on the serious side of 

being serious. 

  I sat North, and the following auction transpired 

(vulnerable against not): 

 

 

 

The 4 of spades, as low as the serpent in the Garden of 

Eden, slithers onto the table.  My partner sits totally frozen, 

not raising his eyes from his cards; the opponents are simi-

larly motionless.  It is a bridge tableau. Time stands still. 

  While you are thinking along with him about the play of 

the hand, let me digress for a word about the bidding.  

Howie and I learned the game playing against very strong 

opposition (many who went on to become national and 

world champions).  They knew how to double and how to 

defend (much better than we knew how to play our dum-

mies).  As a result, we developed a Roth-Stone structure 

with an emphasis on always having our bids.  If you made a 

NORTH 

  

 

 

SOUTH 

AQ965 

54 

K 

AKJ54 

K7 

AK109876

Q 

1062 

East South West North 

P 1H P 1S 

2D 2H 3D 4C 

4D 4H 5D 5H 

X P P XX 

P P P  
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free bid, you could pretty much make the contract in your own hand. His two heart bid was not far from what I would 

expect.  When Howie then bid 4 hearts, and I held the black suit controls, I would be well within my partnership rights to 

bid 6 hearts directly. 

  But there was something hypnotic about the auction.  The opponents were both passed hands, but never stopped bid-

ding, each time bidding one more all in tempo.  My partner was also a member of the ―bid one more in tempo club,‖ and 

thus over 5 diamonds, I too joined the club and bid only 5 hearts.  But then to be doubled in 5 hearts was more than too 

much.  God was definitely smiling on me; by not bidding 6 hearts, I had wound up doubled in five hearts.  There was no 

possibility the opponents could score three tricks. Redouble. 

  Back to the table.  Howie thought and thought some more, and played the queen of spades; East follows with the deuce, 

and Howie is back in his trance.  At this point, The Director comes by and looks over my shoulder.  He says that he is 

following our game closely, and knows we are in contention.  He asks me what the contract is, and offers me a bet.  If 

my partner makes the contract, he will assure us eternal success as bridge professionals.  Roth-Stone, Forquet-Garozzo, 

Meckwell, Marks-Schneider.  We will  win every single tournament we would play in —fame and fortune, wine, women 

and song ( had he read my thoughts?) would be our destiny.  But if my partner goes down, I must give up all hope of 

becoming a professional bridge player.  ―You got a deal,‖ I said, without a moment’s thought.  

  The Director walks away.  At that very moment, Howie leads a heart from dummy, East plays low, and Howie goes up 

with the ace.  West shows out, and a chill goes up my spine.  Howie feels something too and raises his eyes from his 

cards.  He has not heard my conversation with The Director, but he senses that something other worldly is happening.  

He leads a club to dummy’s ace, and plays a heart.  East splits her honors, wins the next heart, cashes the ace of dia-

monds, and plays a club.  Howie alertly plays the ten from his hand, but to no avail.  West covers with the queen and 

Howie is stuck in dummy.  East’s shape is 1-4-6-2.  There are only black cards in dummy, and East is void in both black 

suits.  Howie takes a moment to see if there is any possible salvation, but he now knows there is none.  Down one. 

  Back to earth, the rest of our game is mush.  We finish nowhere. When we try to find our friends to make arrangements 

for the Spingold, we have been abandoned, cast from Bridge Grace. 

  As I walk outside, I meet The Director.  ―Are you really The Director,‖ I ask.  ―Of course,‖ he says, ―I direct all sorts of 

things.‖  A ray of hope crosses my mind.  ―No fair; the bet wasn’t fair.  There is no way my partner can legitimately 

make this hand without taking a first round heart finesse, and that risks going down on a spade ruff.‖  

  The Director replies calmly. ―What else are the opponents bidding on, except extreme distribution, and what can East 

be doubling on except four hearts?  But, I am always fair, in my fashion.  Even if you don’t take a first round heart fi-

nesse, the hand is cold.  Win the opening spade lead in your hand and cash a high heart.  When West shows out, East’s 

hand is marked— six diamonds, four hearts, and three black cards.  Presumably East wanted a spade lead, so when she 

gets in, she can underlead her ace of diamonds for a spade ruff, to defeat five hearts.  Thus she has one spade and two 

clubs. ―It is the Dentist’s Coup,‖ he said with a wry smile.  After East splits her heart honors, you must first cash a se-

cond round of clubs before giving her the heart trick. Now East only has red cards and must put you back in your hand.  

By the way, I am oh so fond of the Dentist’s Coup since dentists and I do a lot of good work together.‖ 

  I feel myself sinking towards the abyss.  ―No fair,‖ I repeat.  ―You offered the bet after my partner won the first spade 

in dummy.  If he later cashes the top clubs, he can get to dummy only by overtaking the spade king with the ace, leaving 

him with a club loser.‖   

  The Director elevates himself and looks down on me. ―I am tired of bridge-playing mortals blaming me for their own 

shortcomings.  The spade suit will be blocked as such, but West is caught in an oh so simple black suit squeeze on the 

run of the hearts.  The squeeze plays itself; your partner cannot go wrong. ‖ There was No Exit. 

  Howie and I have worked, had careers, and raised families.  It has been a good life.  But we have never become bridge 

professionals.  I think it’s about time I told Howie why. 
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The last issue of Bridging the Counties inadvertently 

understated Nancy’s masterpoints. Setting the record 

straight provides a wonderful opportunity to introduce 

you to Westchester resident and new Emerald Life 

Master (7500+ masterpoints) Nancy Molesworth. 

  Nancy is a professional bridge player and teacher 

who grew up in Larchmont, NY. She is one of the few 

Westchester bridge players who remembers back to 

the pre-Bridge Deck days when there was a club on 

Mamaroneck Avenue.  

  Nancy began playing bridge in college. Her first du-

plicate bridge experience was not encouraging. She 

went home crying and didn’t play bridge for a year 

after that. Her return to the bridge table was interrupt-

ed by marriage and family obligations. After a di-

vorce, she started playing in a duplicate game run by 

Marshall Frank. It was at Marshall Frank’s game that 

she met her second husband, Stephen Schneer.  

  Bridge was always a dominant part of her life, but 

took on a new dimension fifteen years ago. Nancy 

wanted to go back to work because her kids were out 

of the house. She asked Rick Goldstein and Laura 

Brill if she could try teaching a class since they didn’t 

have a teaching program then at The Bridge Deck -- 

and the rest is history.  

  When asked about her greatest bridge accomplish-

ment, Nancy cites coming in second overall in the 

ACBL Master Mixed Teams with her husband and 

friends from Washington. Despite many top ten finish-

es, Nancy lists her second greatest thrill as when her 

students do well, such as when a team of her students 

won both a knockout and a bracketed Swiss in a tour-

nament at Saratoga. She says it’s a treat to her when 

students become so enthusiastic and good. 

  Her advice for new players starting duplicate is to 

have a thick skin. For those just starting the game, she 

not surprisingly emphasizes the importance of lessons, 

but also adds that students should find an approach 

they are comfortable with and stick to one mentor at a 

time. She stresses that there is no substitute for play-

ing, saying ―You can take all the lessons you want, but 

it’s like learning a language. If you don’t speak, it is-

n’t going to do you any good.‖ 

  Nancy teaches privately, limiting her groups to six 

students at a time because she likes the small group 

experience. With a small group, Nancy says that when 

she leaves a class, she can feel that everyone knows 

what she was talking about, even if it’s a lesson that 

will need to be relearned at a later date. Nancy doesn’t 

urge students to play duplicate until they feel they can 

handle themselves.  

  I asked Nancy to describe her students. She said that 

they range in age from late 30s to 60+. Reassuringly, 

Nancy feels there are more people playing now than 

when she first started teaching. 

  Nancy concluded our conversation by saying, ―I love 

this game. I’ve made the best friends from meeting 

people at bridge. Because of bridge, I have a social 

life, am busy, … all good.‖ We agree. 

SPOTLIGHT ON NANCY MOLESWORTH 
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CLIFF’S NOTES 
  In the last Bridging the Counties, I talked about a scandal at the Summer Nationals in 1984. That scandal took place away from the 

bridge table. There have been a few of note that had to do with bridge itself. Today we're going to get into the "Way Back Ma-

chine," (anyone remember Mr. Peabody), and exit about a half a century earlier. The late 1920's and early 1930's were a tumultuous 

time in bridge. The game was at its peak in popularity. Different factions were trying to wrest control of the bridge scene. The two 

major opponents were P. Hal Sims and Ely Culbertson. They would battle fiercely about bridge at the table and in the media.  Away 

from the bridge scene, they were best of friends. Whose system was better? Culbertson started The Bridge World magazine. Sims 

countered with his famous books called Money Bridge and Master Bridge. Sims formed a team known as the Four Horsemen (Sims, 

Willard Karn, Oswald Jacoby and David Bruce né Burnstein). This team won most of the major tournament events between 1931 

and 1933. Karn was thought to be the best player in the country at the time. This was all prior to the ACBL's existence. All of these 

wins did not sit well with Mr. Culbertson, who touted himself as the leading authority on contract bridge. What could he do? He 

hired a "card detective" named Mickey MacDougall (sounds very Runyonesque to me) to watch Karn play bridge. He then attacked 

Karn in public as a cheat. True or not, the accusation was out there. Karn withdrew from bridge and spent years suing Culbertson 

and his cohorts, but never made it back in the world of bridge with any significance.                                              --by Cliff Nebel 
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NANCY LENDS A HAND 

When you and your partner are not the ones giving each other important information during the auction, it’s  the opponents who are 

doing the ―talking‖ so they might end up in the right strain and at the correct level. You are allowed to listen! 

This is what they said to each other (South is dealer): 

 

 

You are on lead with the hand at left. What’s your choice?? 

Only a diamond lead at trick one will defeat the contract. Against a suit contract the defense wins tricks with high 

cards and with ruffs.  It is fun to get your own ruffs. You look even smarter when you give partner ruffs.  

Here’s the full deal: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

           by Nancy Molesworth 

♠A2 

♥QJ108 

♦8643 

♣A75 

 

♠QJ1098 

♥4 

♦AJ9 

♣KQ82 

♠543 

♥K9765 

♦2 

♣10964 

♠A2 

♥QJ108 

♦8643 

♣A75 

♠K76 

♥A32 

♦KQ1075 

♣J3 

1S 2D 

3D 4S 



Westchester Double KO Bracket 1 (Open) - Round 2 Results 

Round 1 - April Round 2 - May Round 3 - June Round 4 - July Round 5 - August Round 6 - Sept. 

1. Laufer      

Bye Laufer     

      

5. Mawyer vs Laufer    

4. Kovel Mawyer     

      

3. Deutsch  vs Laufer (Bye) Laufer (Bye) tbd 

6. Fuhrman Deutsch     

      

7. Murstein vs McNamara    

2. McNamara McNamara     

Once Defeated: Murstein vs Murstein vs Murstein vs   

(Double Elimination) Fuhrman Kovel Mawyer Mawyer  

     

vs 

tbd 

 

 Kovel (Bye) Deutsch vs McNamara (Bye) McNamara  

  Mawyer    

      

Westchester Double KO Bracket 2 (0-2500) - Round 2 Results 

1. Deutsch vs      

5. Sklar Deutsch (Bye) Deutsch           Final Results 

             1) Mawyer 

4. Murstein vs  vs Mawyer (Bye) Mawyer         2) Deutsch 

3. Fuhrman Fuhrman            3) Fuhrman 

 vs     

2. Mawyer (Bye) Mawyer Mawyer      

      

Once Defeated: Mawyer Fuhrman Fuhrman   

 (Double Elimination) vs vs vs Deutsch  

  Sklar Sklar Deutsch   
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TWO WAY CHECKBACK STAYMAN 
The last two Convention Hall columns described new minor forcing (NMF) and used a somewhat complicated set of responses to 

eliminate a deficiency in standard NMF.  However, said complexity comes at a price of the potential for forgetting the extra respons-

es.  There is a simpler way to address it – 2-way Checkback Stayman (2WCS). 

 Regardless of which minor is opened, 2C and 2D are always both checkback bids.  2C is limited to an invitational hand, 

whereas 2D is 100% game forcing.  Thus, with slam interest, responder can bid 2D and not be afraid of being passed out below 

game. 

  1C or D – 1H; 1NT – 2D; 2H – 2S : responder has 4+ hearts and 4 spades and a game forcing hand.  Both parties 

can freely continue to describe their hands slowly to reach the optimum contract. 

 After an invitational 2C as 2WCS, opener can jump with a maximum hand that will accept the invitation.  Non-jump bids 

can be passed by responder, as responder has invited and opener has declined the invitation. 

 Can responder bid on passed 2NT after opener declines the invitation?  Yes, but carefully.  Responder, having limited him-

self to an invitational hand, should not be jumping to game under normal circumstances.  But responder can make a ―last train‖ invi-

tational call, saying that he’s short of forcing to game, but with a solid opener to go anyway, such as: 

  1C – 1H; 1NT – 2C; 2H – 3H : 3H is a ―last train‖ game try 

This should be a very rare occurrence. This is so much simpler than the NMF previously described.  What’s the catch?  The loss of 2 

of opener’s minor as a place to play.  Consider holding: 

 

Partner opens 1C, you respond 1H, and opener re-bids 1NT.  Using 2WCS you must pass 1NT, when 2C is al-

most certainly a better contract.  The opponents are almost certain to lead spades against 1NT, and opener al-

most certainly holds only 2-3 spades.  Using NMF, you can retreat safely at the 2-level to opener’s minor. 

CONVENTION HALL by Jason Fuhrman 

♠x 

♥Axxx 

♦xxx 

♣Qxxxx 
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Wed Morning Open Pairs 

A B C 

1   Faye Marino - Betty Fleischer 

 1 1 Marilyn Donahue - A. Rosanelli 

 

Wed Aft Open Pairs 

A B C 

1 1  Diane Alexander - Conrad Bader

  1 Chuck Mantia - Marilyn Hart 

 

Wed Aft NLM 

A B C 

1   Jill Weinstein - Fali Rubinstein 

 1 1 Betty Grad - Anna Muggia 

 

Wed Aft Siwanoy Inv 

A B C 

1   Juliet Zygmunt - Meg Sunier 

 

Wed Eve Open Pairs 

A B C 

1 1 1 Jerry Lipfeld - Barry Ikler 

 

Wed Eve Deck NLM 

A B C 

1   Ricki Gardner - J.Dibenedetto 

 1  Sonia Sasson - Andrew Cornett 

 

Thurs Morning Open Pairs 

A B C 

1 1  Tory Kane - Robert Krissoff

  1 E. Weinstein - A. Weinstein 

 

Thurs Aft Open Pairs 

A B C 

1    J. Marshall - B. Schneider 

 1   Francis Barron - William Rose 

  1 Anita Lee - Neil Beck 

 

Thurs Aft Hartes NLM 

A B C 

1   Jeanne McKenna - Betsy Relyea 

 1  Debbie Alexander - Robin Fuchs 

  1 Toddy Donley - April Vehslage 

 

Thurs Aft Bridge Deck NLM 

A B C 

1   I. Teschner - S. Friedenthal 

 1 1 I. Kunreuther - S. Rothenberg 

 

Thurs Aft Heritage Inv 

A B C 

1 1  Betty Rubino - Suzanne Shea 

   1 Norma Rollins - Michael Miller 

Thurs Aft Orienta Inv 

A B C 

1    Anna Caruso - Joyce Besdine 

 

Thurs Eve Deck Imps 

A B C 

1    Arch McKellar - Kenneth Jacobs 

 1  Art Rosenkranz - Robert Blau 

 

Fri Morning Open Pairs 

A B C 

1   Faye Marino - Mimi Bieber 

 1   Thelma Borenstein - Doris Eidel 

    1 M. Donahue - C. Williams 

 

Fri Aft Open Pairs 

A B C 

1    Dennis Kaye - Bob Panek 

 1 1 Mark Hartley - John Loeber 

 

Fri Aft NLM 

A B C 

1   S. Rothenberg - L. Greenfield

 1  M. Friedman - J. McIntyre

  1/2  John Lane - Howard Berman

  1/2 Roger Sirlin - Ellen Sirlin 

Sat Aft Open Pairs 

A B C 

1    Kay Schulle - Gerald Sosler 

 1  Joan Hecker - Michelle Lattman 

  1 Carol Loomis - John Loomis 

 

Sun Aft Deck Teams 

A B C 

1    R. Laufer – J. Greer – M. Lucey 

– F. Marino 

  1  J. Sloofman – T. Baird – R. 

Rosenthal – J. Fuhrman 

    1 R. Sapadin – S. Tobin – D. 

Greenspan – J. Greenspan 

Mon Morning Open Pairs 

A B C 

1   L. Lau - R. Demartino 

 1  Connie Rosner - Al Dalton 

  1 R. Rothenberg - J. Rothenberg 

 

Mon Aft Open Pairs 

A B C 

1    William Nelson - Sandra Nelson 

 1  Amy Blecher - Eslyn Bassuk 

  1 Jean Frankel - Susan Schnur 

 

Mon Aft NLM 

A B C 

1   Susan Fisher - Judy Gruenberger 

 1 1 George Goldstein - Alvan Lewis 

 

Mon Eve Open Pairs 

A B C 

1 1 1 Firm Weaver - Joan Weaver 

 

Tues Morning Open Pairs 

A B C 

1   Tania Reyes Hiller - Heidi Klein 

 1  William Teiper - Amelia Urbano 

  1 Anna Rosanelli - Kate Khanna 

 

Tues Aft Open Pairs 

A B C 

1    Heidi Klein - Tania Reyes Hiller 

 1  Dennis Glazer - Raymond Myers 

  1 Judi Sternberg - Preston Scher 

 

Tues Aft Hartes NLM 

A B C 

1   S. Goldstein - G. Goldstein 

 1 1 Jack Liu - Christina Hare 

 

Tues Eve Hartes Teams 

A B C 

1 1  B. Paley – J. Kaplan – L. Block 

– B. Mendelson 

   1 W. Din – E. Qureshi – D. Mar-

shall – J. Marshall 

 

Tues Eve Heritage Inv 

A B C 

1    B. Loprete - R. Rechtschaffner 

 1 1 Alan Schwartz - Mel Perlman 

 

JULY 6-12, 2011 OVERALL STAC WINNERS 
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TORONTO TRAVELING SCORES 

Morton and Doris Weiser 

Tues. 2nd in Louis McNeeley BCD 

Pairs 

Wed. Bongard Compact KO 2nd 

Sat./Sun. Bracket KO 3rd 



 

JUNE-AUGUST 2011 TOURNAMENT RESULTS 

July STAC Top 10  

Masterpoint   

Winners 
1.   Tania Reyes Hiller 

2.   Faye Marino 

3.   Rhoda Levine 

4.   Heidi Klein 

5.   Rick Goldstein 

6.   Laura Brill 

7.   Betty Fleischer 

8.   Joyana Steinberg 

9.   Jill Marshall 

10. Anna Rosanelli 

 

 

June 13-19  

Saratoga Springs Regional 
First Overall: 

Tues RR Teams Br 5 

Rebecca Margulies - Judy Gruenberger - 

Ellen Tilzer - Susan Fisher, Harrison NY 

Wed Compact KO Br 4 

Rebecca Margulies - Susan Fisher - Ellen 

Tilzer - Judy Gruenberger 

Fri Compact KO Br 1 

Natalie Hertz - Dan Hertz - Jill Marshall - 

Linda Otness 

 

 Parsippany Regional - Saturday Compact KO 

Bracket 1 Winners Michal Kopecky, Milan 

Macura, Rob Stayman and Dede Pochos 
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DISTRICT 3  

NORTH AMERICAN PAIRS  

FINALS 

September 18th 

Allendale, NJ (all flights) and 

Schenectady, NY  

(flights B & C only).  

Check District 3 website  

www.bridge-district3.org  

for details 

The Stayman Convention 
The Stayman Convention is used to find a major suit fit after a one no 

trump opening.  The convention has been attributed at various times to 

Sam Stayman or to George Rapee. We asked Rob Stayman how the con-

vention was named. We figured Rob should know, since Sam was a rel-

ative, and very close to his family. Rob said it is hard to identify who 

came up with it since Sam and George were long-time partners, and 
both played a part in its development. Sam, however, published the 

convention in a June 1945 issue of Bridge World and his name became 

forever associated with it. By the way, John C. H. Marx developed an 

identical version which was not published until after WWII, possibly be-

cause the leading British periodicals had stopped the presses to aid the 

war effort. Although the Stayman Convention is now universal, you may 
find old timers with “MARX” listed on their convention cards. 

CONGRATULATIONS TO 

Dan Wolkowitz  

who is representing the United 

States this month at the World 

Youth Congress in Croatia.  He 

and his partner were the top U.S. 

qualifiers. 

Luke Williams of Irvington and Drew 

McNamara of White Plains came in  

3rd N/S in the Youth Game at the  

Parsippany Regional 
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A CLIFF COMPENDIUM by Cliff Nebel 
Bridge History - Part 1 

    What do 1933, 1954, 1957 1965, 1974, 1975, 1977 and 1979 have in common? They were not stellar years in the annals of bridge. 

Each year had a major bridge scandal attached to it. As discussed previously, 1933 had the Culbertson-Karn debacle.  

   In 1954, Franck Bodier and Pierre Figeac of France resigned and disappeared from bridge after a cheating accusation.  

   In 1957, Karl Schneider and Max Reithoffer of Austria, after a cheating accusation, agreed never to play in a major tournament 

again. Reithoffer at the time was the president of the Austrian Bridge Federation. 

   1965 brought the famous Terence Reese-Boris Shapiro-Buenos Aires Affair to light. There were two books written on the subject, 

and one complete issue of The Bridge Journal devoted to this event. As a side note, The Bridge Journal was a magnificent periodical 

produced between 1963 and 1966. Edited by Jeff Reubens, current editor of The Bridge World, it initiated many innovative ideas, not 

the least of which were Journalist Leads. If you get a chance to acquire any of the 31 issues, it would be well worth your time to read 

them. 

   In 1974, the Manoppo brothers from Indonesia, after a review of some 600 hands, were suspended and barred from playing togeth-

er in official tournaments. 

   The 1975 Bermuda Bowl (actually held in Bermuda) will go down in history as the Foot Soldier Incident. Italians Gianfranco Fac-

chini and Sergio Zuccheli were communicating during the bidding and before the opening lead by using foot signals under the table. 

   In 1977, we had the Houston Affair during the US team trials involving Larry Cohen (NOT the "LAW" guy) and Richard Katz. 

They were, in effect, forced to leave a five man team, thus forfeiting the match. A 44 million dollar law suit followed. 

   Lastly, in 1979, there was the Sion-Cokin Affair. They were accused of using their pencil placements on their scoring pads for im-

proper communication.  They were barred from the ACBL for five years. When reinstated, they were not allowed to play in partner-

ship. Possibly in future issues, we'll delve deeper into some of these cheating scandals. 

Bridge History - Part 2 

   The battle for The World Team Championship at Bridge, as we know it today, began in 1950. The first was held in Bermuda, 

which gives us a slight indication of why it's called the Bermuda Bowl. Initially, it was fought by teams from the U.S., Great Britain, 

and a combo team from Sweden/Iceland. The following half dozen events (there was no contest in 1952) were two team battles: the 

U.S. versus the European champion. The U.S. won the first four Bermuda Bowls over the above mentioned team followed by Italy 

(in Naples), Sweden (in NY) and France (in Monte Carlo). Those early U.S. teams consisted of a Who's Who in U.S. bridge history. 

Names you probably have heard of if you've been playing for more than a day or two: Goren, Stayman, Becker, Schenken and Rapee 

to name a few. Maybe you haven't heard of George Rapee. He collaborated with Sam Stayman on the Stayman Convention (see page 

11 for more on this). 

   That brings us to 1955. In New York City, the British defeated the U.S. On that team was Terence Reese, one of the all-time great 

bridge writers. His partner was Boris Shapiro. The two would later be found guilty of cheating during the 1965 World Champion-

ships in Buenos Aires by the World Bridge Federation. Later, the British Bridge League found them innocent. More on that at anoth-

er time. Unbeknownst to the Americans, they would not win again for fifteen years. 1956 saw France win the title in Paris.  

   1957 saw the emergence of the great Italian Blue Team. That same year, the number of teams increased to allow other zones to 

compete for the Bermuda Bowl. The Blue Team consisted of Walter Avarelli, Giorgio Belladonna, Eugenio Chiaradia, Massimo 

D'Alelio, Pietro Forquet, Guglielmo Siniscalco, and non-playing captain Carl'Alberto Perroux. This team, intact, went on to win the 

1958 (over the U.S. and Argentina in Como, Italy) and 1959 (over the U.S. and Argentina in New York City) Bermuda Bowls.  

   1960 would usher in a new world Team Championship in the form of an Olympiad. Italy, missing 1/3 of their regulars, did not 

medal. The addition of Giancarlo Manca and Roberto Bianchi in place of D’Alelio and Pabis-Ticci was not successful.  

   The Bermuda Bowl of 1961 in Buenos Aires had Italy back in a groove. The defending champions now were granted a spot in the 

Bermuda Bowl, which was now a four team contest among the champions of North America, South America, Europe, and the de-

fending champion. D’Alelio returned, and the great Benito Garrozzo made his first appearance, as they replaced Manca and Bianchi. 

Italy defeated North America, France and Argentina, each by over 100 IMPs.  

   The 1962 affair in New York City saw the same Italian squad defeat North America, Argentina, and Great Britain. The cities and 

teams might be changing, but The Italian Squadra Azurra kept mowing down every team in its path. 

   The Italians won their sixth Bermuda Bowl in 1963. There was almost new blood as Argentina needed to win playoff matches 

against Brazil and Uruguay when the South American Championships ended in a tie. North America and France also fell victim that 

year. 

   Could The Blue Team overcome their one deficiency? How would they do at the 1964 World Olympiad? Stay tuned.  



Club Schedule 

The Bridge Deck 

313 Central Avenue, Scarsdale 

949-5853 

TheBridgeDeck.Com 

Mon: 9:45 AM Supervised Play 

Mon-Fri: 9:30 AM Open Stratified 

Mon-Sun: 1:00 PM Open Stratified 

M, W, Th, F: 1:00 PM 0-NonLM Newplicate 

T, W: 1:30 PM Supervised Play 

Wed: 6:30 PM 0-NonLM Newplicate 

Mon: 7 PM Open Stratified 

Thurs: 7:30 PM Imp Pairs w/ Cash Prize 

Thurs: 7:30 PM Supervised Play  

The Hartes Club 

St. Gregory’s Armenian Church 

1131 North Street, White Plains 

285-1230 

HartesClub.Com  

All games are stratified 500/1500/∞.  

Afternoon games offer a separate 0-500 (NLM) section if 5 or more tables. 

M, T: 9:30am, 1:00pm, 6:30pm 

W, Th, Fri: 9:30am, 1:00pm 

Sat: Summers only 

Down Two Doubled 

Heritage Hills, Somers 

Tues: 7:20PM Invitational 

Thurs: 12:30 PM Invitational 

Larchmont Temple Bridge Club 

75 Larchmont Avenue, Larchmont 

261-3974; http://cuebid.com/larchmont  

Wed: 7:15 PM Stratified 

(informal mini-lesson starts at 6:55) 

Club operates from April 1 to December 15th 

Community Bridge Club 

Lutheran Church 

Corner Rt. 172 & Main St., Mt. Kisco 

241-0937 

Mon. 10:30  

CLUB CORNER 

Special Games 
September 

•   All games (except 9/14) are International Fund  

              Club Championships Hartes 

•  14    ACBL-wide Instant Matchpoint Game  

 Hartes & Bridge Deck (6:30 start) 

•  19-25 International Fund Week 

•  25       International Fund Swiss Teams  

        Bridge Deck 1:00 P.M. 

October 

•  10-16 Club Appreciation Week Bridge Deck  

•  16    Club Appreciation Swiss Bridge Deck  

 (1:00 P.M.) 

•  17-23 Club Appreciation Week Hartes  

•  18    ―Eight is Enough‖ Swiss Hartes  

 (6:00 dinner, 6:30 start) 

•  24-30 STAC Week (all clubs) 

•  30    STAC Swiss teams Bridge Deck  1:00 P.M. 

November 

•  14-20  Club Championship Week 

•  20    Club Championship Swiss teams   1:00 P.M. 

•  28    ACBL-Wide Charity Game  

 Bridge Deck 7:00 P.M. 

 Hartes 6:30 P.M. 

News & Special Events 

   Club Appreciation Week:  

  10/10-16 Bridge Deck  

  10/17-23 Hartes 

All pair games will be 100% sectionally rated and award black points.   

 

 

 

   Ethan Stein will be conducting free lessons/review of hands follow-

ing the Friday afternoon sessions at The Bridge Deck. 

   On Sundays at 5PM,  The Bridge Deck holds special kids games. No 

prior experience is necessary. 

 

 

 

   All day Thursday, September 15, Hartes will be celebrating its ten 

year anniversary at the church with special food and events. 

   On the mornings of Wednesday 9/7 and Thursday 9/8 from 9:30 to 

noon Hartes will be having special lessons given by Audrey Grant. Con-

tact the club for details. 
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Mini-McKenney Medallion Leaders 
0 to 5 MPs 

1. Elizabeth Salimbene 12.18 
2. Carlo Vittorini 11.91 
3. Margaret Cady 10.72 

 

5 to 20 MPs 

1. Theo Allen 40.16 
2. Eugene Donovan 20.57 
3. Norma Rollins 17.96 

 

20 to 50 MPs 

1. Susan Pfeister 100.63 
2. Rory Millson 50.12 
3. Sara Bellesheim 43.82 

 

50 to 100 MPs 

1. Ray Pfeister 215.21 
2. Joyce Hochgesang 52.77 
3. Guy Hochgesang 52.77 

 

 

 

100 to 200 MPs 

1. Ann Van Dyke 98.6 
2. Joyce Kaplan 82.48 
3. William Sigward 64.01 

 

200 to 300 MPs 

1. Ellen Tilzer 86.51 
2. John Grosz 72.4 
3. Susan Fisher 71.92 

 

300 to 500 MPs 

1. Judy Gruenberger 92.41 
2. James Maffucci 86.15 
3. Anna Rosanelli 82.89 

 

500 to 1000 MPs 

1. Robert Krissoff 145.95 
2. Daniel Wolkowitz 119.98 
3. Norman Gleicher 94.31 

 

 

 

1000 to 2500 MPs 

1. Jill Marshall 345.49 
2. Farley Mawyer 198.22 
3. Clifford Nebel 163.29 

 

2500 to 5000 MPs 

1. Mark Gordon 465.27 
2. Michael McNamara 331.04 
3. Heidi Klein 280.58 

 

5000 to 7500 MPs 

1. Tania Reyes Hiller 483.09 
2. Faye Marino 252.46 
3. Nancy Molesworth 224.51 

 

7500 to 10,000 MPs 

1. Dan Hertz 246.34 
2. Natalie Hertz 231.46 
3. Warren Rosner 161.44 

 

 

 

Over 10,000 MPs 

1. Laura Brill 260.43 
2. Rick Goldstein 260.34 
3. Kay Schulle 205.21 

0 to 5 MPs 

1. Elizabeth Salimbene 12.18 
2. Carlo Vittorini 11.91 
3. W. John Zygmunt 9.36 

 

5 to 20 MPs 

1. Eugene Donovan 19.46 
2. Rita Gladstone 12.82 
3. Arline Kimerling 12.53 

 

20 to 50 MPs 

1. Rory Millson 31.94 
2. Sara Bellesheim 29.75 
3. Susan Pfeister 27.52 

 

50 to 100 MPs 

1. Ray Pfeister 59.93 
2. Roonie Kennedy 35.99 
3. Susan Schnur 30.48 

 

100 to 200 MPs 

1. Joyce Kaplan 54 
2. Robert Rubinstein 36.84 
3. Khalid AlDoori 34.37 

 

200 to 300 MPs 

1. Ellen Tilzer 45.24 
2. John Grosz 41.81 
3. Susan Fisher 40.1 

 

300 to 500 MPs 

1. James Maffucci 66.4 
2. Harold Kelvin 61.96 
3. Judy Gruenberger 54.16 

 

500 to 1000 MPs 

1. Robert Krissoff 123.45 
2. Mort Amstel 84.36 
3. Stephen Blau 78.52 

 

1000 to 2500 MPs 

1. Clifford Nebel 138.52 
2. Jill Marshall 125.3 
3. Jerome Miller 121.21 

 

2500 to 5000 MPs 

1. Heidi Klein 198.71 
2. Linda Otness 151.57 
3. Fred Hawa 117.84 

 

5000 to 7500 MPs 

1. Tania Reyes Hiller 189.19 
2. Halina Jamner 174.31 
3. Nancy Molesworth 164.56 

 

7500 to 10,000 MPs 

1. Dan Hertz 111.31 
2. Warren Rosner 106.89 
3. Natalie Hertz 103.32 

 

Over 10,000 MPs 

1. Laura Brill 212.69 
2. Rick Goldstein 211.35 
3. Kay Schulle 166.53 

 

There are two masterpoint races in Unit 188. The Westchester Contract Bridge Association Medallion is awarded based on total 

points won during the 2011 calendar year in all games. The Westchester Contract Bridge Association Ace of Clubs is awarded based 

on all points won during the 2011 calendar year at the level with the exception of those won in STaCs, NABC fund-raiser events, the 

North American Open Pairs and the Grand National Teams. Leaders shown are as of 8-6-11. 

2011 MASTERPOINT RACES 

Ace of Clubs Leaders 

Congratulations 
to  

Judy Gruenberger, 

Malcolm Austin, & 

Anne Lise Scuccimarra  
for becoming  

Life Masters 

at the Parsippany  

Regional 
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Played out of district and did 

well? Announce your accom-

plishments in Bridging the 

Counties. Please send Traveling 

Scores To:  

Judy Soley  

30 Griffen Avenue  

Scarsdale, New York 10583  

- OR -  

judy@soley.com 
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Unit 188 Rank Changes  
Junior Master  

(5 MPs) 

Jack J. Adler 
Doris Chance 

Florence Golub 

Elizabeth Cady 

Paige L. Nagle 

Norma J. Rollins 

Elizabeth Salimbene 
Peter Spitz 

Anne K. Torell 

Club Master  

(20 MPs) 

Stephen I. D’Agostino 
Joseph Dibenedetto 

Eugene J. Donovan 

Savita Gambhir 

Rita Gladstone 

Linda L. Grabel 

William N. Grabel 
Lenore R. Hyatt 

Arline C. Kimerling 

Wayne C. Olson 

Joshua Podell 

Kenneth E. Seslowe 
Sectional Master  

(50 MPs) 

Joyce G. Fiedler 

Rita Y. Goldfluss 

Renee Kelvin 

Alice K. Olson 

Richard G. Tisch 
Regional Master  

(100 MPs) 

Joyce Kaplan 

Linda Greenfield 

Guy T. Hochgesang 

Joyce K. Hochgesang 
Michael J. Sweedler 

NABC Master  

(200 MPs) 

Ricki Gardner 

Shirley Kesselman 
Burt Meyers 

Ray Pfeister 

Anne C. Van Dyke 

 Life Master  

(300 MPs) 

Robert O. Eidlitz 
Silver Life Master  

(1000 MPs) 

Mickey Karlan 

Stephen A. Kleinman 

Rhoda G. Rand 
Gold Life Master  

(2500 MPs) 

Barbara Warkol 

Dana L. Ackerman 

Marilyn L. Appleton 

Catherine H. Bean 
David F. Bean 

Jacqueline B. Bunn 

Carl J. Calo 

Marilyn L. Cohen 

Pam Coren 

Peter M. Doyle 
Diana C. Demuth 

Jack B. Feder 

Jacqueline Fike 

Laurie Fishbein 

Renee Fisher 
Eleanor J. Glat 

Virginia Gold 

Susan P. Goldstein 

Frederick X. Hoban 

Jeffrey S. Katz 

Samuel A. Katz 

Sheila W. Katz 

Sandra J. Klein 
Sally G. McNally 

Arnold I. Michel 

Irwin M. Miller 

Marilyn Miller 

Doris Minsker 

Eliot A. Minsker 
Sydel Newman 

Myrna Olszewski 

Bella Pace 

William Platt 

Wendy L. Riggs 
Meriel A. Rutherford 

Katherine W. Sheppard 

Martin Wank 

Bette Wurster 

New Members & Transfers into Unit  

(Through August 1, 2011) 

WINTER IN 

WESTCHESTER 

UPDATE 

 

It may be warm outside, but 

the Unit 188 Board of Di-

rectors is hard at work 

planning the Winter in 

Westchester weekend for 

January 6-8, 2012. The 

schedule for Friday has not 

yet been finalized, but may 

include both a pairs game 

and an evening Pro Am. 

Saturday will be a two ses-

sion pairs game. The team 

event will be Sunday at a 

special venue: Sleepy Hol-

low Country Club in Scar-

borough, NY. Sleepy Hollow, 

formerly owned by Vander-

bilts and Rockerfellers, is a 

luxurious location, yet con-

veniently sited just minutes 

from Tarrytown and Routes 

87/287. Note that prereg-

istration will be required for 

the team event. Check the 

next issue of Bridging the 

Counties or www.bridge-

wcba.org for details & reg-

istration form.  



JANE HILL 

FUTURE MASTERS SECTIONAL 

for players with 0-200 masterpoints 

 
November 4th and 5th 

Friday games: 9:30am & 1:30pm 
Sat. Jane Hill trophy game: 11am 

 
Complimentary lunch & snack  

both days 
Trophies, prizes and good food 

  
Location: 

Memorial United Methodist Church 
250 Bryant Ave.  

White Plains, NY 10605 
For information & partners contact 

Sandy Scher at 914-472-4598 
or Pscher@optononline.net  

BRIDGING THE COUNTIES 

190 East Post Road 

White Plains, NY 10601 

PERIODICALS POSTAGE 

Paid at White Plains, NY 

Coming Events 

 
September 

14 ACBL Instant Matchpoint Game 

18 District 3 NAP Finals (all flights), 

Allendale, NJ 

Schenectady, NY (B&C only) 

 

October 
9 Maccabi Brunch &  

Bridge Tournament, Purchase, NY  

(see ad on page 7) 

15-19 World Bridge Championship 

17-23 District 3 Regional Danbury, CT 

(see ad on page 9) 

24-30 STAC Week (various clubs) 

29 Board Meeting, 10AM Bridge Deck  

 

 

November 
4-5 0-200 Jane Hill Future Masters 

Sectional, White Plains, NY 

24-Dec 4 NABC Seattle, Washington 

28 ACBL Charity Game 

 

January 

6-8 Winter in Westchester Tournament 

(various locations) 

10-16 Dist. 3 Regional, Rye Brook, NY 

 

February 
27-ACBL Seniors Game 

mailto:Pscher@optononline.net

